MURAD

THE TURKISH CIGARETTE

With Murad I can keep time on the firing line.

MURAD

Mixture of the Finest Grade Turkish and Egyptian Cigarettes in the World

18 Cents

Saturday, June 22, 1918

It's a pleasure to work with this pencil

strong, smooth, easy, flowing leads

17 degrees at all stations

DIXON'S ELDOARO

the master drafting pencil

All Walker Memorial Dining Rooms

Are Open to All Tech Men NOW

Open Daily and Sunday

CORDAGE and TWINE

Samson Cordage Works

BOSTON, MASS.

Telephone Cambridge 2901

FRANK COHEN

MILITARY TAILOR

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

4901-4905

PARKER'S

Carpenid

FOR HIRE

PACKARD TWelve YEAR

Mention of the name and the quality of our work will bring responses to the letter, not only from students, but also from students of the

McGraw-Hill Book Company

FRANK McCANN

1 McGraw-Hill Bldg.

BOSTON, MASS.

Telephone Back Bay 17
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